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Henri Cole's last three books have shown a continuously mounting talent. In his new book, Touch, written
with an almost invisible but ever-present art, he continues to render his human topics?a mother's death, a
lover's addiction, war?with a startling clarity. Cole's new poems are impelled by a dark knowledge of the
body?both its pleasures and its discontents?and they are written with an aesthetic asceticism in the service of
truth. Alternating between innocence and violent self-condemnation, between the erotic and the elegiac, and
between thought and emotion, these poems represent a kind of mid-life selving that chooses life. With his
simultaneous impulses to privacy and to connection, Cole neutralizes pain with understatement, masterful
cadences, precise descriptions of the external world, and a formal dexterity rarely found in contemporary
American poetry.

Touch is a Publishers Weekly Best Poetry Books title for 2011.
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From reader reviews:

Jonathan Zahn:

The reserve with title Touch: Poems has a lot of information that you can study it. You can get a lot of
advantage after read this book. This specific book exist new expertise the information that exist in this guide
represented the condition of the world right now. That is important to yo7u to learn how the improvement of
the world. This kind of book will bring you within new era of the syndication. You can read the e-book on
your own smart phone, so you can read the item anywhere you want.

Jeffery Herring:

Reading can called imagination hangout, why? Because when you find yourself reading a book especially
book entitled Touch: Poems your thoughts will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in every
aspect that maybe not known for but surely will end up your mind friends. Imaging just about every word
written in a guide then become one type conclusion and explanation which maybe you never get ahead of.
The Touch: Poems giving you one more experience more than blown away the mind but also giving you
useful information for your better life in this era. So now let us demonstrate the relaxing pattern is your body
and mind will probably be pleased when you are finished studying it, like winning a. Do you want to try this
extraordinary investing spare time activity?

Ricky Dotson:

You could spend your free time to read this book this guide. This Touch: Poems is simple to develop you can
read it in the recreation area, in the beach, train as well as soon. If you did not possess much space to bring
the particular printed book, you can buy the e-book. It is make you quicker to read it. You can save often the
book in your smart phone. Consequently there are a lot of benefits that you will get when you buy this book.

Charles Moreno:

That reserve can make you to feel relax. This book Touch: Poems was multi-colored and of course has
pictures on the website. As we know that book Touch: Poems has many kinds or variety. Start from kids
until youngsters. For example Naruto or Investigator Conan you can read and think you are the character on
there. Therefore , not at all of book tend to be make you bored, any it offers up you feel happy, fun and
unwind. Try to choose the best book in your case and try to like reading that will.
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